Draft Call Summary
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David Gustafson, PhD
Philip Judy, PhD
Hyun Grace Kim, PhD
Michael McNitt-Gray, PhD
Kevin O’Donnell
Guillaume Orleux
Lino Ramirez, PhD
Anthony Reeves, PhD
Yuanxin Rong, MD, MPH
Ganesh Saiprasad, PhD
Ying Tang, PhD
RSNA
Joe Koudelik

General Discussion Items:

- Four week call rotations established based on “General Business”, “Small Nodule Profile Authoring” and “Advanced Disease Profile Authoring”
- Small nodule Protocol and Profile documents under development
- Detailed review of Small Nodule Profile; section details discussed
- Protocol vs. Profile uses discussed
  o Protocol is written for clinical trialists as guidance
  o Profile contains performance Claims and is written for vendors
- Imaging response criteria discussed

Next Steps:

- Dr Gustafson offered to draft Profile Claim language and provide mark-ups; will report back to group on next Early Stage Authoring call
- Dr Mulshine to wordsmith Profile title
- Dr Mulshine to follow-up with Mr Avila concerning systematic integration of phantoms and DRO’s
- Drs McNitt-Gray and Fenimore to look into phantom use to help develop protocol
- Mr Buckler to send latest Profile draft to RSNA staff to circulate for mark-up/feedback
- Next Small Nodule Profile Authoring call scheduled for Monday, March 14, 2011 at 11 am CST